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Dut on the roofs of their bungalows during this season.
Not many of the nights are unbearably hot, and the tem-
perature usually falls in the early morning to between 70
and 80 degrees. During most of the hot weather there
is a steady north-west wind blowing; and although this
wind feels burning in the middle hours of the day, it
makes the warmth much easier to tolerate. Occasionally
the wind turns round to the south—there is a south wind
that comes in September called the "Date Ripener"—
or drops altogether; and then it is that one tends to feel
fagged out. Now and then there is a dust storm in the
summer, and every one goes indoors, unless he has the
misfortune to be out in the desert, shuts up all the win-
dows, and waits till it is over. Even with a large electric
fan going, it feels moderately uncomfortable. But with
fans, ice and modern conveniences, the heat amounts to
nothing more than a certain degree of bodily discomfort.
As you go north towards the hills, though the summer
days are very hot, the nights are perceptibly cooler. It
is nearly always pleasant sleeping out on a roof at a place
like Mosul, and you may find it comfortable to have one
or even two blankets over you. The same sort of night
temperatures hold on the higher parts of the Mail Route.
The summer nights are usually perfect for sleeping out
at El Jid, for example. In the autumn and spring
the weather for considerable periods is ideal. You. feel
neithej^ too hot nor too cold; and there is a soft, balmy
feeling in the air which makes it feel pleasant to be alive.
At Baghdad you may get rain between November and
March. The first rain, after the brazen cloudless skies
that follow each other with mechanical regularity for
weeks together, is an absolute blessing. The rain is
fairly regular in its habits; comes for a bit, an*$|$*en stops

